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SHOCK REPORT: This Week CDC Quietly
Updated COVID-19 Numbers – Only 9,210
Americans Died From COVID-19 Alone – Rest
Had Different Other Serious Illnesses

So let’s get this straight – based on the recommendation
of doctors Fauci and Birx the US shut down the entire
economy based on 9,000 American deaths due entirely
to the China coronavirus? 
We were first to report that the Director General of the WHO on March
3, 2020 a set off the panic with his highly flawed statement:

While many people globally have built up immunity to seasonal flu strains,
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https://www.who.int/dg
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While many people globally have built up immunity to seasonal flu strains,
COVID-19 is a new virus to which no one has immunity. That means more
people are susceptible to infection, and some will suffer severe disease.

Globally, about 3.4% of reported COVID-19 cases have died. By
comparison, seasonal flu generally kills far fewer than 1% of those infected.

This statement caused a global panic.  We, however, knew it was
wrong and we wrote about it on March 17, 2020. Here is the video of
Dr. Ghebreyesus’s remarks.

The WHO leader’s coronavirus death rate number of 3.4% was false
and we proved this in our post at the time.

The Gateway Pundit reported, that the coronavirus fatality rate
reported by the liberal mainstream media was completely inaccurate and
the actual rate more typical to a seasonal flu – the media was lying again.

Do you trust Dr. Fauci?

Coronavirus Outbreak (COVID - 19): WHO Update (3 March 2020)

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/03/exclusive-evidence-shows-director-general-of-world-health-organization-severely-overstated-the-fatality-rate-of-the-coronavirus-leading-to-the-greatest-global-panic-in-history/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-kk-DrTCRAY&t=54s
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/03/breaking-exclusive-the-coronavirus-fatality-rate-reported-by-the-media-is-completely-inaccurate-the-actual-rate-is-less-than-the-flu-media-lying-again/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-kk-DrTCRAY
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Doctors Fauci and Birx next pushed ridiculous and highly exaggerated
mortality rates related to the coronavirus:

** Dr. Tony Fauci and Dr. Deborah Birx used the Imperial College Model to
persuade President Trump to lock down the ENTIRE US ECONOMY. 
** The fraudulent model predicted 2.2 million American deaths from the
coronavirus pandemic 
** The authors of the Imperial College Model shared their findings with the
White House Coronavirus task force in early March 
** Dr. Fauci and Dr. Birx then met with President Trump privately and
urged him to shut down the US economy and destroy the record Trump
economy based on this model

But the Imperial College model Dr. Fauci and Dr. Birx pushed was
garbage and they recommended the destruction of the US
economy using this completely flawed model.

Today we now have empirical evidence that the WHO,
Dr. Fauci and Dr. Birx were all wrong.  They were
charlatans.  They lied.
The CDC silently updated their numbers this week to show that only
6% of all coronavirus deaths were completely due to the coronavirus
alone.  The rest of the deaths pinned to the China coronavirus are
attributed to individuals who had other serious issues going on.

Also, most of the deaths are very old Americans with co-morbidities.
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Also, most of the deaths are very old Americans with co-morbidities.

(Note we updated this post with tweet above because Twitter took down
Mel Q’s tweet after we published this post.  We also included a screengrab
from the CDC webpage.)

From the CDC.

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid_weekly/index.htm?fbclid=IwAR2-muRM3tB3uBdbTrmKwH1NdaBx6PpZo2kxotNwkUXlnbZXCwSRP2OmqsI
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Not only are the number of deaths linked entirely to the China coronavirus
minuscule, but the virus appears to be naturally dying out.

· Aug 18, 2020Ivor Cummins @FatEmperor
Retweet please to let people know what's happening all over 
Europe, and in many other parts of the world. 

The #Casedemic is escalating - and societal restrictions are 
coming in fast based on it.  

Just a few examples here - but nearly all of Europe has the 
same shocking story 

Ivor Cummins
@FatEmperor

Okay just added in approx trend for testing rate per 
thousand people for each country 
 - shown in red at top of graphs 
 - this thing is insane
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5:32 PM · Aug 18, 2020

752 503 people are Tweeting about this

The data above from Europe shows that the number of cases has little
correlation to the number of deaths.

Let’s face it – at this moment in time anyone who is
pushing for more lockdowns and other abuses on our
personal rights is either evil or terribly misinformed.
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Joe Hoft is the twin brother of TGP's founder, Jim Hoft. His posts have been retweeted by President
Trump and have made the headlines at the Drudge Report. Joe worked as a corporate executive in
Hong Kong and traveled the world for his work, which gives him a unique perspective of US and
global current events. He has ten degrees or designations and is the author of three books. His new
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